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1. Quantity processing in brain

� Non-symbolic quantity 
(Numerosity/magnitude)

� Symbolic quantity

(www.dweipsy.com/lattice/)





Representation of the quantity of visual 
items in the primate prefrontal cortex

(Nieder et al., 2002, Science)





Numerosity comparison in human brain





� 2. Calculation in human brain



Subtraction and idiom processing





Agrammatic but numerate

� Three men with large left-hemisphere 
perisylvian lesions. 

� Despite severe grammatical impairment and 
some difficulty in processing phonological and some difficulty in processing phonological and 
orthographic number words, all basic 
computational  procedures were intact across 
patients.

(Varley et al., 2005, PNAS)





� They were unable to differentiate between the 
statements ‘‘Mary hit John’’ and ‘‘John hit Mary.’’
However, these same patients successfully solved 
mathematical operations that were structurally 
dependent in this same general way, for instance, dependent in this same general way, for instance, 
the difference between 52 - 11 and 11  - 52.

� The patients were unable to comprehend sentences 
with embedded clauses such as, ‘‘This is the dog that 
worried the cat that ate the rat that ate the malt that 
lay in the house that Jack built’’; nonetheless, their 
performance was unimpaired in computing 
expressions with similar embedding, for example, 
answers to a sequence such as 90 - (3  +17) x 3.



� 3. Mathematical reasoning in brain



Mathematical problem solving and numerical calculation 
rely on differential brain structures

Mathematical problem solving Numerical calculation

Number 

series

81:64:49:36       15:10:16:14

32  30  25  24 55  65  56  54

(Lu et al., submitted)

Geometric 

problem

20° 25° 40° 30° 58° 47° 69° 49°

Word 

problem

Lucy has 90 marbles. Her brother has 60 

marbles. How many marbles must she give 

to him to have an equal amount?

Lucy has 96 marbles. Her brother has 68 

marbles. How many more marbles does 

she have than her brother?

15  20  25  30 37  28  30  35



Mathematical problem solving vs. numerical calculation



� 4. Training and mathematical brain



Imaging practice effects in arithmetic

� Training consisted in a higher frequency of 
repetition for one set of complex 
multiplication problems (repeated) and a 
lower frequency for the other set (novel). lower frequency for the other set (novel). 

� Repeated and novel problems were 
presented randomly in an event-related 
design.

(Ischebeck et al., 2007, Neuroimage)



Choose the closest to solution





Neural correlates of effective number 
associate learning

Number associate learning:

Word associate learning:





Increased grey matter density in the Parietal 
cortex of mathematicians

(Aydin et al., 2007, Am J Neuroradiol)



Dissociated brain organization in 
arithmetic processing

� Differential learning experience

� Procedure strategies for addition facts 
(7+8=8+2+5=15)

Verbal strategy for multiplication facts (7x8=56, � Verbal strategy for multiplication facts (7x8=56, 
“七八五十六”)

� Differential neural basis for addition and 
multiplication



Ancient multiplication table (from Qin Dynasty to Song Dynasty)





‘Small 9-9 table’ used in Mainland nowadays



� An ERP study to show the dissociation

� Subjects: 18 Chinese undergraduates

� Task (addition, subtraction and 
multiplication):  Delayed arithmetic 
verification

(Zhou et al., 2006, Neuropsychologia)







An ERP study to show the dissociation



� An fMRI study to show the dissociation

� Subjects: 20 Chinese undergraduates

� Task: Normal arithmetic verification� Task: Normal arithmetic verification

� 4+3=8#,   8+3=11 

� 3x7=24,   6x9=54 

(Zhou et al., 2007, Neuroimage)



� Results: Behavioral Data

� There was problem size effect

� No operation effect� No operation effect

� No interaction effect



Green: more activation for multiplication
Red: More activation for addition



� Conclusion
� The arithmetic brain could be shaped by 
learning experience during the acquisition 
of simple arithmetic.of simple arithmetic.

� There are the dissociated brain 
organizations in simple arithmetic: the 
brain regions for visuo-spatial processing 
and the brain regions for verbal processing. 



The Operand-Order Effect in Single-Digit 

Multiplication: An ERP Study of Chinese Adults

� Operand order effect in multiplication

� subjects took shorter time to respond to the 
smaller-operand-first problems (e.g., 3×7) than 
to the larger-operand-first problems (e.g., 7×3).to the larger-operand-first problems (e.g., 7×3).

� Only undergraduates from Mainland other 
than from North America showed the 
operand order effect (LeFevre & Liu, 1997; 
Lefevre et al., 2001; Zhou & Dong, 2003).



Multiplication table used in Mainland and Taiwan

Multiplication table used in Hong Kong and Macau



� Subjects
� 20 mainland Chinese 
� 20 Hong Kong and Macao Chinese

� Procedure� Procedure
� The pronunciations of operands from 2 through 9 
were presented in Mandarin for the Mainland 
Chinese subjects and in Cantonese (their native 
dialect) for Hong Kong and Macao subjects. 

� Each operand was presented for 200 ms. For each 
trial, the first operand was first presented, 
followed by a 50 ms silence and then by the 
second operand. 



Paradigm used in the study (7x8=56 as example)



(Zhou et al., 2007)

Only Mainland Chinese showed the operand-
order effect

(Zhou et al., 2007, Neuroscience letters)



� The larger-operand-first problems elicited 
greater negative potentials across 
representative electrodes of the whole scalp, 
emerging at about 120 ms after the onset of emerging at about 120 ms after the onset of 
the second operand.

� These results suggest that the particular 
experience of acquiring multiplication facts 
had pronounced impact on their 
representations in the brain.



Thank you very much!


